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Abstract
We have investigated the function of ~3 nm thick lithium fluoride (LiF) buffer layers in
combination with high work function metal contacts such as coinage metals and
ferromagnetic metals for use in organic electronics and spintronics.

The energy level

alignment at organic/LiF/metal interfaces is systematically studied using photoelectron
spectroscopy and the integer charge transfer model. The thick-LiF buffer layer is found to pin
the Fermi level to ~3.8 eV regardless of the work function of the initial metal due do energy
level bending in the LiF layer caused by depletion of defect states. At 3 nm thickness, the LiF
buffer layer provides full coverage, and the organic semiconductor adlayers are found to
physisorb with the consequence that the energy level alignment at the organic/LiF interface
follows the integer charge transfer model’s predictions.
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1. Introduction
Electron transport at metal–molecule interface significantly affects the performance of
electronic devices based on organic semiconductors (OSC). To get efficient electron transport
i.e. electron injected into or extracted from the lowest occupied molecular orbit (LUMO) of
organic material, a low work function (WF) electrode, such as alkali or alkaline-earth metals,
is generally required. However, low WF metals are chemically reactive and easily oxidize in
atmosphere, which influences the electrode stability. Thus, there is a conflict between device
performance and lifetime, and as a result, device fabrication has to be carried out in an inert
atmosphere and encapsulation is needed for device operation, which increases both the cost
and complexity of production.
Buffer layers play an essential role in organic electronics, since they solve this problem by
the interfacial modification effect. Lithium fluoride (LiF) is a typical insulating material that
is widely used as buffer layer at organic/metal interfaces to improve electron injection and
hence device performance in organic electronics and spintronics, such as organic lightemitting diode (OLED), organic photovoltaics (OPV), organic thin-film transistor (OTFT)
and organic spin valves (OSV).[1–6] Initially, the insertion of an ultrathin LiF layer between
the organic film and Al cathode was found to significantly improve the performance of Alq3based OLEDs,[1] for which the typically LiF thickness is below 1 nm. Here the enhancement
has been attributed to the reduction of electron-injection-barrier (EIB) due to chemical
interaction (doping),[7] though some other mechanisms, including tunneling,[1] have been
proposed as well.[8–11] However, for many other metals, especially those with high WF, LiF
layer of such thickness range (<1 nm) does not work well.[12] Recently, it has been found that
for OLEDs with high WF metals as cathodes, such as the noble metals Ag and Au as well as
non-noble metal Cu (together called coinage metals), a thicker LiF buffer layer can however
significantly improve the electron injection and thus the device performance.[13–15]
Intriguingly, the optimal thickness of LiF buffer layer is nearly the same for the three coinage
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metal cathodes: ~3 nm. Obviously, the role of LiF buffer layer with such thick range is
different from the ultrathin case due to the inert chemical character of noble metals and the
sharp-cut interface (absent of metal penetration and doping into organic layer).[16] The
enhancement effect is speculated to arise from EIB reduction through enhanced tunneling.[13–
18]

. Nevertheless, the tunneling model is based on the traditional assumption of a common

vacuum level that is not necessarily true, as a charge transfer potential step can occur if the
Fermi level position of the LiF-modified metal contact induces either oxidation or reduction
of the organic semiconductor layer.[19,20] The direct evidence of interfacial energy level
alignment for the thick-LiF case is still lacking and the quantitative measurements are thus
required to elucidate the injection enhancement mechanism.
In the hybrid organic spintronic devices, spin injection, spin transport and spin extraction
are three key processes. Among them, both the first and the last steps take place at OSC/FMelectrode interface, also called spinterface.[21] Therefore the proper design of the spinterface is
crucial for device performance.[22,23] The interface energetics is one of the dominant factors
governing the efficacy of a spinterface since the optimized energy level match will facilitate
the carrier injection/extraction thus the spin injection/extraction. LiF is also utilized as buffer
layer in OSV with the ferromagnetic (FM) electrode to enhance device performance and make
it more stable, or even to control the polarization of extracted spins and the sign of
magnetoresistance.[24,25] In so-called spin-OLEDs,[26] efficient electroluminescence demands
carrier-injection balance, which requires a good electron-injection from FM-cathode (electron
is typically the minority carrier in general OLED and OSV structures). Due to the high WF of
FM metals, the incorporation of LiF interlayer is then also necessary for OLEDs with the FMcathode. Therefore, it is worth studying the energetics of thick-LiF on FM surfaces. For the
sake of convenience, throughout the article, thick-LiF refers to the LiF layer with the
thickness around 3 nm while ultrathin refers to the conventional thickness below 1 nm.
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Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) is an experimental technique to measure
directly the molecular occupied energy levels in the valence band region and being
particularly surface sensitive, is very suitable to check energetics at an interface. The WF can
be obtained from the measured energy of the secondary electron cut-off (Eco) and the photon
energy (h) from the relation WF = h – Eco.[27] The so-called secondary electrons are
photoemitted electrons that have undergone inelastic scattering producing an energy spectrum
background superimposed onto the features generated from the so-called primary (elastically
scattered) photoemitted electrons. The Eco represents the photoemitted electrons just escaping
the surface with 0 eV kinetic energy, and the difference between h and Eco must then be the
work function.
The change in WF, often referred to as , can be monitored by re-measuring the Eco after a
deposition step has been carried out (LiF or in situ condensation of a molecular (sub)
monolayer, etc.). Hence, the relation between energy levels at a heterojunction can be
measured, both in reference to the vacuum level and to the Fermi level.
In this study, we apply the UPS technique to investigate the energy level alignment at
metal–organic interface with ~3 nm thick-LiF interlayer and to derive the effective
mechanism for the EIB reduction at such thickness range. The so-called coinage metals (Au,
Ag and Cu), which have been verified to be the efficient cathode of OLED matching with 3
nm LiF buffer layer in previous work, were chosen as the metal substrates. It is found that the
3 nm LiF interlayer will not only reduce the highest occupied molecular orbit (HOMO) of the
Alq3 overlayer but also tune it to the same position for all the coinage metals. Then the metal
substrates are extended to the FM metals (Fe, Co and Ni), combining with organic molecules
Alq3 and C60, as the two molecules are good candidates for spacer layer in OSVs.[28–30] Unlike
the case of ultrathin LiF, thick-LiF yields a common WF for all of the metals studied and
consequently the same EIBs for the respective OSC (also unlike the ultrathin LiF case). The
4

specific interfaces studied in this work enable us to formulate a general description of the
energetics at organic/metal interfaces with thick-LiF layer.

2. Experimental Results
2.1. Valence Band of Alq3 on Coinage Metals
Firstly, the electronic structure of Alq3 deposited on Au, Ag and Cu with and without ~3
nm LiF interlayer has been investigated to study the role of thick-LiF in OLEDs with coinage
metal cathodes. The results are shown in Figure 1. The thickness of Alq3 increases from
bottom to top as indicated by long arrow in Figure 1a until the substrate is fully covered
subject to the curve showing the typical bulk Alq3 spectra. The HOMO level position is
defined as the leading edge of highest molecular orbital peak that is derived from the cross of
the dash lines shown in Figure 1a. When Alq3 is adsorbed on bare coinage metal substrates,
the HOMO level of the bulk Alq3 layer are located at the binding energy of 1.7 eV, 2.1 eV
and 2.0 eV for Au, Ag and Cu substrate, respectively. The result is corresponding to the WFs
of Au, Ag and Cu (5.3 eV, 4.5 eV and 4.7 eV, respectively, derived from the secondary
electron cut-off in Figure 4 that is reproducible in our experiments). With the increase of Alq3
thickness, the HOMO peak shifts slightly and monotonically to the higher binding energy,
which is a typical phenomenon in UPS measurements of Alq3 evaporated in vacuum[31] and
believed to be related to the surface potential.[32] This is also the reason we cease the Alq3
deposition as soon as the UPS curve shows typical bulk characteristic to avoid the influence
of such effect. When ~3 nm LiF layer is deposited on Au substrate, the HOMO level of bulk
Alq3 subsequently deposited shifts to the binding energy of ~2.5 eV. The results show a
significant descent of HOMO level versus Fermi level with the introduction of thick-LiF
interlayer, by as large as 0.8 eV. It also suggests a same value reduction of EIB, which is
regarded as the energy difference between the cathode Fermi level and Alq3 LUMO, since the
optical band gap between HOMO and LUMO should be invariant (2.8 eV for Alq3 in
5

common use is chosen[33]). For Ag and Cu substrate, analogous results are obtained. The
HOMO level of bulk Alq3 deposited on the substrate with 3 nm LiF interlayer shifts to 2.5 eV
relative to Fermi level as well, for both Ag and Cu substrates, showing a descent of HOMO
by 0.4 eV and 0.5 eV, respectively. Such effect induces electron injection enhancement for all
the coinage metal cathodes and thus improves the performance of corresponding OLEDs. The
same experiment also carried out on the Au substrate covered by ultrathin LiF (~0.8 nm), the
spectra shift trend versus thickness increase of Alq3 is similar to that on the bare Au substrate
(see Figure S1 in supporting information), which is probably ascribed to the incomplete
coverage of ultrathin LiF on the amorphous substrate. The HOMO level of Alq3 at
Alq3/ultrathin-LiF(0.8 nm)/Au interface is located at ~2.1 eV versus Fermi level, which
means ultrathin-LiF could also reduce the EIB to some extent but not as much as thick-LiF
does, especially for the high WF cathode like Au. Therefore, for the ultrathin LiF, the
supposed-existing chemical reaction takes dominant effect, which induces the gap state and
normally occurs in the typical case of Al cathodes only.[34] Finally, it is noticeable that the
HOMO level of Alq3 moves to the same position of 2.5 (± 0.05) eV versus Fermi level, for all
the three coinage metals, despite of the different WFs. This phenomenon, which will be
discussed later in detail, could account for why the optimal thickness of LiF buffer layer is all
the same for Au, Ag and Cu cathodes.[13–15]

2.2. Energy Level Alignment of Alq3 on Ferromagnetic Metals
Figure 2a shows UPS spectra of Alq3 adsorbed on Fe substrate with and without a 3 nm
LiF interlayer. From the secondary electron cut-off, the WF of Fe substrate is 4.6 eV, and it
turns to 3.5 eV after the deposition of Alq3, which means an interface dipole as large as 1.1 eV
is formed at the interface. The HOMO level of Alq3 is located at the binding energy of 2.3 eV
below Fermi level. The ionization potential (IP) of Alq3 can thus be deduced to be 5.8 eV, the
typical value reported in former literatures.[33,35,36] When 3 nm LiF interlayer is deposited on
6

Fe, there is an interface dipole of 0.9 eV at the interface. In the valence band region, there is a
broad peak at the binding energy of 8–13 eV which is derived from F2p features.[37] The Alq3
deposition on LiF further induces another interface dipole (0.4~0.5 eV) and the HOMO level
position shifts to 2.5 eV. The right side of Figure 2a shows the energy level alignment
diagrams deduced from the UPS spectra, in which the cases of Alq3/Fe interface and
Alq3/thick-LiF/Fe interface are juxtaposed to make the easier comparison. The typical optical
band gap of 2.8 eV is used to get LUMO level position.[33]
For Co and Ni substrate, quite similar results are obtained. The UPS spectra can be found in
the supporting information (Figure 2S) and the energy level alignment diagrams derived are
shown in Figure 2b. The interface dipole at Alq3/Co interface is 1.4 eV and the HOMO level
is located at 2.1 eV, exactly the same as the previous work despite of the different deposition
sequence.[38] When a 3 nm LiF interlayer is inserted, the total interface dipoles change to 1.7
eV while the HOMO level shifts to the binding energy of 2.5 eV versus Fermi level. For Ni
substrate, the interface dipole at Alq3/Ni interface is 1.1 eV and the HOMO level is located at
1.9 eV, while the two values change to 1.5 eV and 2.5 eV, respectively. If we combine the
results of FM metals with the previous results of coinage metals, an interesting phenomenon
is found. For all the metals used by now, the extra 3 nm LiF interlayer pins the HOMO level
of the subsequently deposited Alq3 to the same position of ~2.5 eV below the Fermi level.
Accordingly, all the LUMO level positions should be the same as well. It is inferred that the
barriers of electron injection, including the extra barrier induced by the LiF layer, are the
same for the metals with different WFs when the thick-LiF interlayer exists. That is to say, the
thick-LiF has a sort of unifying effect on the metals with different WFs. Furthermore, the
effective WF of thick-LiF-coated metals are ~3.8 eV and the effective WF of Alq3-coated
metals with thick-LiF interlayer are tuned to the same value of 3.3 eV (±0.1 eV)!

2.3. Energy Level Alignment of C60 on Different Work Function Metals
7

In subsequent experiment, we will discuss on C60 in the same system as previous Alq3 case.
The energy level alignments at C60/FM metal and C60/thick-LiF/FM metal interfaces
deduced from the UPS spectra are as shown in Figure 3 (the UPS spectra for Fe and Ni cases
are shown in Figure 3S). The WFs of Fe, Co and Ni in the experiment are 4.6 eV, 5.0 eV and
4.9 eV, respectively. Different from the Alq3 case, there is no large interface dipole formed
when C60 is directly deposited onto the FM metals. The HOMO levels are located at the
binding energy of 1.5 eV, 1.6 eV and 1.4 eV versus Fermi level for the Co, Fe and Ni
substrates, respectively. The IP of C60 is measured as 6.4 eV (±0.1 eV), corresponding to the
typical value in previous work.[39] We assume a band gap of solid C60 of 2.3 eV as
determined by PES and IPES techniques[40] (there is also a similar value of 2.6 eV in another
experiment[41]), and then the LUMO level position can be assigned as shown in Figure 3. The
barrier is relatively high (0.8 ±0.1 eV) and not favorable for the electron injection. Similar to
the effect on Alq3, the introduction of 3 nm LiF interlayer shifts the HOMO level of C60 and
pins it to the same position of 2.2 eV for all three FM metals, see Figure 3. Consequently the
effective WFs of C60 coated FM metals are tuned to the same value of 4.3 eV (±0.1 eV)! The
LUMO level hence is located quite close to the Fermi level (0.1 eV higher or equal), implying
a significantly reduced EIB.
Since the thick-LiF interlayer shows the same effect on FM metals together with C60
adlayers, in order to further verify such phenomena in other high WF electrodes case, the
coinage metals are investigated as well. Figure 4 shows the UPS spectra at the interfaces of
C60/coinage metals with the thick-LiF interlayer. It can been seen that the HOMO levels of
C60 on 3 nm LiF interlayer are pinned to 2.1~2.2 eV for three coinage metals (Au, Ag and
Cu) and the WFs of C60 are the same value of 4.3 eV as well. All the values are the same as
FM metal cases within the measurement uncertainty. Therefore, the capability of thick-LiF to
provide a common WF for the high WF metals studied is further confirmed and thus likely to
be general to other molecules and metals.
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3. Discussions
There is a thickness fluctuation around 3 nm of the LiF interlayer in our experiments
(2.7~3.4 nm). It is noticeable that such fluctuation has little influence on the final energy level
alignment. According to calculations in Prada et al.’s work,[42] the effective WF of metal
substrate is lowered by just a single intact layer of LiF and does not change upon increasing
LiF thickness. However, in an actual experiment by Watkins and co-workers, the effective
WF always drops continuously until LiF thickness increases to 2 nm.[43] This suggests that
LiF does not form an intact layer when the thickness is thin (less than 2 nm), especially on the
metal support with amorphous surface. There is also the issue of LiF interaction with the
substrate, but even for highly reactive metals such as aluminum, LiF does not dissociate upon
deposition.[44–46] Still, for reactive metals such as Co and Ni, the initial LiF layer at the surface
may undergo some chemical modification necessitating thicker films than a monolayer to
achieve an intact LiF layer. It can thus be inferred that for nanoscale thick-LiF layers on a
non-atomic-flat substrate (even though full coverage), the lattice defect is inevitable. Our UPS
results support the existence of lattice defect in LiF layer as well. Besides the main peak from
F2p there is also a weak but definite tail structure at the binding energy of 5–8 eV in the UPS
spectrum of thick-LiF. Such structure can be ascribed to the lattice defects of LiF.[47] It is flat
and undistinguishable in Figure 2a and Figure 3a due to the very high adjacent main peak but
can be easily seen in Figure 1. Thus, the defect states will exist and enable the charge transfer
and the pinning of Fermi level. Besides, according to the theoretical calculation,[42] metalinduced gap states of LiF at the LiF/metal interface are present, which also probably
contribute to the energy level pinning. Figure 5a shows a LiF-assisted energy level pinning
regime that we propose to explain our experiment results at the organic/thick-LiF/metal
interfaces. As indicated in the dotted box, the presence of the thick-LiF makes a “new
surface”. Due to the Fermi level pinning, such surface is characterized by a pinning of the
9

Fermi level independent of the metal WF. We propose that this pinning is caused by energy
level bending through depletion of defect states in the LiF film. Therefore, with the energylevel-bending-derived effect of thick-LiF, the thick-LiF/metal combination can be regarded as
a “new” substrate with a well-defined WF of ~3.8 eV. Organic molecules subsequently
adsorbed on this surface will undergo energy level alignment in reference to this Fermi level
position, not the original metal’s.
The new surface is considered as inert due to the full coverage of LiF, so the energy level
alignment will follow the so-called integer charge transfer (ICT) model.[20,27,48] For the case of
an Alq3 overlayer and a starting WF of the surface of ~3.8 eV, a resulting Fermi level at
3.3~3.4 eV is predicted by the ICT model,[31] see Figure 5b, in excellent agreement with our
measurements. For the case of a C60 overlayer and a starting WF of the surface of ~3.8 eV,
the creation of so-called ICT states is expected through reduction of C60 molecules at the
interface, which in turn is expected to result in a Fermi level pinned to the EICT− energy, which
for C60 films is ~4.4 eV,[49] see Figure 5b, again in line with the results from our
measurements.
Here we stress again that the so-called thick just refers to being relatively thicker than the
conventionally used ultrathin thickness (< 1 nm), but still in the range of nanoscale (~3 nm).
On one hand, the LiF layer needs to be thick enough to form the full coverage so as to obtain
the unified energy level and pacify the metal substrate (preventing covalent bonding with the
subsequent OSC layer). On the other hand, it cannot be too thick since then resistance losses
from moving charge across the LiF layer will outweigh the gain from the improved energy
level alignment with the OSC. The presence of the thick-LiF interlayer at the organic/metal
interface could counteract the impact of the different metallic WF from the view of energetics
and thus extend the selection of electrode materials to functional metals with high WF.
Moreover, it makes the ICT model applicable so that the energy level alignment at the
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organic/thick-LiF/metal interface can be predicted, which is helpful for the design of organic
electronic and spintronic devices.

4. Conclusion
By investigating the energy level alignment at the organic/metal interfaces with and
without ~3 nm LiF interlayer, we have demonstrated the mechanism of thick-LiF as the
interfacial buffer layer between the organic materials and the metals. Different from the
ultrathin LiF layer, the electron-injection enhancement of thick-LiF arises from the energy
level bending in the LiF layer due to depletion of defect states in the gap. The energy level
bending makes a “new surface” characterized by a Fermi level (~3.8 eV), which is
independent of the original metallic WF. Moreover, the introduction of thick-LiF interlayer
renders the surface inert, and organic material subsequently deposited on the thick-LiF/metal
composite substrate is thus physisorbed and the energy level alignment at this interface then
follows the ICT model. Our work suggests a generality of the thick-LiF buffer layer effect that
improves the electron-injection for the metallic functional materials with high WF, and that
the energy level alignment for such systems can be predicted with a ±~0.1 eV accuracy by the
ICT model.

5. Experimental Section
All the experiments were carried out in the ultra-high vacuum (UHV) system which
comprised a preparation chamber and an analysis chamber with the base pressure of 1×10-9
and 3×10-10 mbar, respectively. The coinage metals were prepared by deposition on silicon
wafer previously with a thickness of ~300 nm and, when we did the experiment, the substrate
was in-situ cleaned by argon sputtering in the preparation chamber to get fresh surface. FM
metals were deposited on Au-coated silicon wafer in situ using e-beam evaporator. Thus, all
metal substrates are atomically clean. The organic molecules (Alq3 and C60) and LiF layer
were evaporated from a simple home-made Knudsen cell and the thickness was determined
11

from the attenuation of the core-level signals of the underlying substrate. After each
deposition, the sample was transferred from preparation chamber to analysis chamber without
breaking UHV and the UPS measurement was performed there. A negative bias (-3 V) is
applied on the sample to get a clear cut-off. We use HeI light where h = 21.2 eV. The
measurement sequence involved the characterization of the bare metal substrates (and LiF
layer for the with-LiF case) and the subsequent stepwise deposition and characterization of
molecular add-layers.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author.
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Figure 1. The UPS results of valence band of Alq3 on coinage metal with 3 nm LiF interlayer
and its reference without LiF: (a) gold, (b) silver, (c) copper, (d) LiF/gold, (e) LiF/silver and
(f) LiF/copper. The spectra from bottom to top represent metal substrate, thick-LiF interlayer
and stepwise deposited Alq3 layer in sequence, with black, green and red lines, respectively.
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Figure 2. (a) Left: UPS results of secondary electron cut-off and valence band region of Alq3
on Fe substrate with 3 nm LiF interlayer and its reference without LiF. Right: the comparison
diagram of the energy level alignment derived from the left spectra; the left part corresponds
to the case of Alq3/metal interface while the right side to the case of Alq3/LiF/metal interface.
(b) The schematic diagram of the energy level alignment of the case of Co substrate and Ni
substrate.
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Figure 3. (a) UPS results and the corresponding energy level alignment of C60 on Co
substrate with and without 3 nm LiF interlayer. (b) The schematic diagram of the energy level
alignment of the case of Fe substrate and Ni substrate.
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Figure 4. The UPS spectra at the interfaces of C60/coinage metals with the thick-LiF
interlayer. The insets show the reference results of C60 on the coinage metals without LiF.
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Figure 5. (a) LiF-assisted energy level pinning regime. The combination of metal and thickLiF forms a composite substrate, denoted by the dotted box. The energy level alignment of the
organic material deposited on the new substrate follows the ICT model. (b) Dependence of
ΦORG/SUB on ΦSUB for Alq3 and C60 that features typical ICT behavior (data taken from Refs.
[31] and [49]). EICT+/EICT− is the energy of the positive/negative ICT state; ΦSUB and ΦORG/SUB
refer to the WF of substrate and organic-on-substrate.
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